The well-known leptonic U(1) symmetry of the standard model of quarks and leptons is extended to include a number of new fermions and scalars. The resulting theory has an invisible QCD axion (thereby solving the strong CP problem), a candidate for weak-scale dark matter, as well as radiative neutrino masses. A possible key connection is a color-triplet scalar, which may be produced and detected at the Large Hadron Collider.
Introduction : In the standard model (SM) of quarks and leptons, there are four automatic global symmetries: baryon number B = 1/3 for each quark, lepton number L e = 1 for the electron and its neutrino ν e , L µ = 1 for µ and ν µ , and L τ = 1 for τ and ν τ . As such, all neutrinos are massless. Given that we now know that neutrinos are massive and mix among themselves, the SM must be extended and L e,µ,τ must be replaced with L = L e + L µ + L τ .
Hence L is still a valid global U (1) symmetry if neutrinos are strictly Dirac fermions, but often than not, they are assumed to be Majorana fermions so that L is broken to (−1) L , i.e. lepton parity.
Theoretical mechanisms for obtaining Majorana neutrino masses are many [1] , but there is no experimental evidence for any one of them. Then there is the dark matter (DM) of the Universe. The SM has no explanation for it, but the intriguing idea exists that it may be connected to the neutrino's mass generating mechanism. In 2006, a simple one-loop radiative mechanism was proposed [2] with dark matter in the loop, called "scotogenic" from the Greek "scotos" meaning darkness. In 2015, it was shown [3] that the dark parity of this model, as well as many others, is derivable from lepton parity. This demonstrates how the leptonic U (1) L symmetry may be extended to include particles beyond those of the SM.
In 2013, it was shown [4] that the well-known spontaneously broken anomalous PecceiQuinn U (1) P Q symmetry [5] , which solves the strong CP problem [6] and creates the QCD axion [7, 8] , has a residual Z 2 symmetry which may in fact be dark parity. In this paper, we combine all these ideas to show that, with the proper choice of fermions and scalars beyond the SM, we can have U (1) P Q = U (1) L with the residual dark parity [3] given by (−1) 3B+L+2j ,
i.e. the well-known R parity of supersymmetry, but not in a supersymmetric context.
To implement this important new insight, i.e. U (1) P Q = U (1) L , in a specific model, we choose the singlet-doublet-fermion dark-matter scenario with three additional scalars to obtain scotogenic neutrino masses [9, 10] . This framework is however also adaptable for radiative quark and lepton masses [11, 12] .
Particles Beyond the SM : The new particles of our model are assigned under U (1) L as shown in Table 1 . Note that the only new fermion which transforms under U (1) L is D. As Table 1 : Particle assignments under P Q = L.
L is broken by σ , the QCD axion appears, together with the residual symmetry R = (−1) 3B+L+2j , which is even for SM particles as well as σ, but odd for all the other new particles. The axion is thus of the KSVZ type [13, 14] and the domain wall number is 1, so it is cosmologically safe [15] .
The axion decay constant F A , i.e. σ , is known to be large [16] :
Hence the singlet D quark is expected to be heavy, unless the Yukawa coupling for σD L D R is very small. If this is indeed the case, then D may be produced in pairs at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), and theD L d R χ term [4] would allow it to be discovered. Alternatively, if a dark scalar doublet (η + η 0 ) exists as in the original scotogenic model [2] , then theD R (u L η − + d Lη 0 ) term works as well [17] . On the other hand, if D is very heavy (of order F A ) as expected, then it is impossible for it to be produced at the LHC. In this study, we will consider instead the dark scalar quark ζ with charge 2/3. Its mass is not constrained and may well be within the reach of the LHC and be produced copiously in pairs through its gluon interaction.
Two-Component Dark Matter : As shown in Ref. [4] , the coexistence of the QCD axion with a stable weak-scale particle allows for a much more flexible two-component theory of dark matter. It relaxes the severe constraints imposed on either component if considered alone. It allows for a solution of the strong CP problem, without having the QCD axion as observable dark matter. Regarding the weak-scale DM particle, it is the lightest particle charged under the residual dark parity (−1) 3B+L+2j , and can be either a real scalar [21, 22, 23] or an admixture of a singlet-doublet fermion [24, 25, 26, 27] .
In the scalar case, since χ 1,2,3 carry lepton number, they are complex with invariant (m 2 χ ) ij χ * i χ j terms. However, a 6 × 6 mass-squared matrix is obtained because there are also the allowed σ * χ i χ j terms. There are thus six real scalar eigenstates. Since the mass splittings of the real and imaginary parts of the complex χ scalars are proportional to σ , they are presumably large. Hence fine tuning is required [4] to make one component light and the other heavy, if we want the lightest χ (call it χ 0 ) to be dark matter.
In the fermion case, there are invariant mass terms m EĒR E L and m N N L N L , as well as the allowed mixing terms between N and E 0 which are proportional to φ 0 . The 3 × 3 mass
resulting in 3 Majorana fermion eigenstates, the lightest (call it N 0 ) is dark matter. Assume 
corresponding to the three mass eigenstates
In either case, it may only account for part of dark matter, the rest coming from axions.
In direct-search experiments, the exchange of Z is irrelevant because χ 0 is a singlet, and N 0 is Majorana. However, the exchange of h (the SM Higgs boson) will contribute. As for relic abundance, beyond those interactions of the minimal models mentioned earlier, we have also the Yukawa termsν i N 0 χ, which may also contribute. There are many free parameters in our model to make this work, but it is not our goal to examine them in any detail. After all, these issues have been dealt with thoroughly in those previous studies. Instead, we will focus on the feasibility of finding the scalar quark ζ which connects the high scale (10 9 to 10 11 GeV) of the axion to the much lower scale (100 GeV) of the dark-matter candidates χ 0 and N 0 . three radiative neutrino masses through the spontaneous breaking of U (1) L [9, 10] . This idea was previously applied directly to the canonical seesaw mechanism with singlet right-handed neutrinos [18, 19] , thus equating the axion scale to that of the neutrino seesaw. Here the axion scale enters through σ . Our model differs conceptually from the previous use of Fig. 1 because we equate U (1) L with U (1) P Q and let it be spontaneously broken. However, the resulting neutrino mass matrix has the same structure as previous studies and the details are available in those references [9, 10] .
Scotogenic Neutrino Mass : Using the Yukawa terms
In this scotogenic model, the family index is carried by χ, so a possible family symmetry may be considered. Let ν 1,2,3 and χ 1,2,3 transform as 3 under the non-Abelian discrete symmetry T 7 for example [20] . The group multiplcation rule of T 7 is
and since σ ∼ 1 under T 7 , it does not close the loop of Fig. 1 . We now need to add three extra scalars ρ 1,2,3 ∼ 3 or 3 * to couple to χ i χ j to complete the loop of 
We assume that D is very heavy, so it decays away quickly in the early Universe to either eζ or dχ. Subsequently, either χ 0 or N 0 becomes a component of the dark matter of the Universe, together with the axion.
To test our hypothesis, we propose a search for ζ at the LHC. It is easily produced, because it is a scalar quark. We assume first that the Majorana fermion N 0 is dark matter.
If f N is dominant, then ζ decays equally to N 0 and N 2 , with a quark jet in each case. Whereas N 0 is stable and invisible, N 2 will decay, i.e.
with the subsequent decay or conversion (if χ j is virtual)
and
Most events are then of the type 2 jets + missing energy. They are thus analogous to scalar quark pair production with decays to a quark and a neutralino in supersymmetry. We can thus borrow from the existing studies of supersymmetric scenarios to put a bound on m ζ as a function of m N 0 and m N 2 .
If f E is dominant, then ζ decays equally to N 0,1,2 and E + , with a quark jet in each case, as shown in Eq. (7). Whereas most N 0,1,2 decays are invisible, E + decays according to Eq. (10).
This is analogous to a squark decaying to a quark and a chargino which then decays to a W and a neutralino in supersymmetry. If we focus on the leptonic decay of W , then the final states of ζζ * production at the LHC may also include 2 jets + ± + missing energy and 2 jets + + 1 − 2 + missing energy.
Consider the alternative case that the real scalar χ 0 is dark matter. This means that the fermions N i are heavier. The decay of ζ to u + N i will have another step, i.e.
which are invisible. The signature is again 2 jets + missing energy, but now there are two relevant masses, m N i and m χ 0 . If m N i is close to m ζ , the kinematics will be quite different from the supersymmetric analog discussed previously where N 0 is dark matter. The quark jets will be soft and could miss the cut on their momenta. In that case, if f N dominates in Eq. (7), the signal is just missing energy.
If f E dominates, we have again the decay of ζ equally to N i and E + . For the latter, the second step is now
The final states of ζζ * production at the LHC will again include 2 jets + ± + missing energy and 2 jets + The exclusion limit at 95% confidence level on the cross section of direct production of ζ pairs (color bar) from [28] is shown in Fig. 2 , where the region below the solid line corresponds to 1 It is worth noticing that contrary to the standard scenario of singlet-doublet fermion dark matter we can have now doublet-like fermion dark matter component less that 1 TeV while still being compatible with direct detection constraints. By comparing the results from ATLAS for 2j + E miss T at 8 TeV [33] which uses a lepton veto, with the results of [31] which uses additional leptons, we can check that the search without leptons has a greater sensitivity. For example, for a neutralino mass of 100 GeV, the excluded mass of a eight-fold degenerate squark was 900 GeV without leptons, 860 GeV with opposite sign dileptons, and 800 GeV with one-lepton. In this way, the larger exclusion for the production of squarks is in the signal without further leptons. In the case of scalar dark matter, the branching for two jets and zero leptons is 25%, therefore the bounds discussed above at 13 TeV for this signal become weaker. In particular, we have found that the exclusion for m ζ goes up to ∼ 800 (600) GeV for a DM mass of 100 (400) GeV. The full recast is presented in the lower exclusion curve (dashed line) of Fig. 2 .
In our model the greater exclusion happens when the mass of E + is close to the ζ mass, such that the jets are sufficiently soft, so that the signal becomes effectively + − + E miss T without jets. In such a case, we can recast the searches for simplified supersymmetric models with slepton pair production. The results of searches for the first two generations of sleptons at Run-II in signals with opposite sign dileptons and missing transverse momentum for 36.1 fb −1 are reported by ATLAS in [34] . Taking into account the 25% branching into the charged lepton and the scalar dark matter particle, the exclusion region at 13 TeV covers mass values up to m ζ ∼ 1400 GeV for m χ 0 800 GeV. In Fig. 3 , we present the full recasted dark matter in addition to the axion. We show how the two sectors may be connected with a new singlet scalar quark ζ, which may be easily probed (or discovered in the future) at the LHC through its subsequent decays to either the fermion or scalar dark-matter candidate.
